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Where only perfect is good enough
Located in Queanbeyan just outside of Canberra,
Capital Veneering is a multi-award winning,
specialist veneering company with an impressive
customer list. Customers include Parliament
House, Star City Casino, Australian Federal Police
Headquarters and The Canberra School of Music,
and also other places such as the Batemans
Bay Soldiers Club and the Dickson Tradesman’s
Union Club.

veneer is often the
critical feature
Managing director Ben Madden says Capital
Veneering has a particular focus on high-end
residential and commercial joinery. “These sorts
of projects generally include some timber veneer
work.”

Machine operator
Raj Rajat … Holzher
Lumina edgebander
strengthened the
company’s production
processes.

“We are about delivering the right solution for
every client through our wide range of services,
including commercial and residential joinery,
bespoke furniture, kitchens, corporate and
government fit outs.”
He says their veneering work is often the critical
feature of projects. “There is only one rule when
providing customers with a veneer finish - it has

to be perfect. Simple if you can get it right and
Capital Veneering has the record and testimonials
to prove it.”
Capital Veneering has steadily evolved from a
boutique veneer pressing and furniture making
workshop to a large enterprise. The company’s
expansion initiated the relocation from two
workshops to a new premises and the consolidation
of equipment under one roof in 2008. The growth
of the company has resulted in the refinement of
systems and the purchase of more efficient, state
of the art software and machinery.
Holzher edgebanders have been a central part
of Capital Veneering’s commercial success story
over the years. The company’s current Holzher
Lumina Series edgebander has strengthened the
company’s production processes. “Since the day
it was switched on, it has lifted the morale of the
entire work force. Production is up at least 30 per
cent on our previous edgebander and the quality is
much better,” Ben says.
“The Lumina edgebander has also widened the
scope of our production capacity. This has meant
that we are now able to offer a wider range of
choice to our customers,” he says.
In relation to technical backup support Ben says the
company enjoys its relationship with Weinig. “Their
service is fantastic – we certainly can’t complain –
its head-and-shoulders above the service provided
for the other machines we operate,” he says.
Weinig Australia’s managing director Neil Forbes
said that through its Holzher brand, the company
has a strong relationship with Capital Veneering.
“We are very proud to be associated with them.
They are a company with outstanding attributes,
working in a high quality, specialist area of the
industry.“
“I think they are a great demonstration that
our Holzher range of edgebanding machinery
takes some beating in high throughput industrial
manufacturing situations demanding precision,
repeatability and reliability,” he says.
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Canberra Centre Mall, Food
Court … veneer ceiling panels
an important feature of this
project.

Ben Madden has only
one rule when providing
customers with a
veneer finish,
it has to be perfect.
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Residential kitchen
designed and installed
by Capital Veneering
… as in this case highend projects generally
include some timber
veneer work.

To support its quality manufacturing processes, Capital
Veneering has ordered an Accura Series edgebander to
work alongside its Lumina edgebander. This new Holzher
edgebander will greatly assist in setting the highest,
professional standards for edgebanding without compromise.
This will be an especially critical addition to its production
machinery for Capital Veneering, a company that has built its
reputation on absolutely perfect veneer finishes.
Designed to meet the most stringent requirements in terms
of quality and flexibility, Holzher Accura Series edgebanders
stand for complete processing of modern edging and panel
materials. Program selection allows the machine to be set
up without even opening the hood, so that it is ready for
production immediately.
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In developing Accura edgebanders, the focal point has been
100 per cent repetition accuracy, fully automatic and flexible
conversion and perfect appearance of the components
produced.
Requiring only 6.5 metres of floor space, German
manufactured, automated Accura edgebanders offer
professional complete processing with invisible joints with
Glu Jet Thin Film technology; integrated multifunction cutting
technology; a 100 per cent repetition accuracy, work piece
thicknesses up to 60 mm, and edge thicknesses up to 20 mm.
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